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What is this thing that has happened to us? It’s a
virus, yes. In and of itself it holds no moral brief.
But it is definitely more than a virus. …It has made
the mighty kneel and brought the world to a halt
like nothing else could. Our minds are still racing
back and forth, longing for a return to “normality”,
trying to stitch our future to our past and refusing
to acknowledge the rupture. But the rupture exists.
And in the midst of this terrible despair, it offers us
the chance to rethink the doomsday machine we
have built for ourselves. Nothing could be worse
than a return to normality. Historically, pandemics
have forced humans to break with the past and
imagine their world anew. This one is no different.
It is a portal, a gateway between one world and
the next.
We can choose to walk through it, dragging
the carcasses of our prejudice and hatred, our
avarice, our data banks and dead ideas, our
dead rivers and smoky skies behind us. Or we can
walk through lightly, with little luggage, ready to
imagine another world. And ready to fight for it.
Arundhati Roy - April 2020

“The opportunity coming
through the Covid crisis
is for innovation. It is
through conversations,
through diversity of
opinion and even
creative abrasion,
that a new group of
visionaries will emerge.”
Frazer
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Reflections and imagining
the world anew
At the beginning of the lockdown there
was a sense we had all come off a fastmoving carousel and one day soon we
would be leaping back on.

LDA Design’s Charter is also a call to
action, to bring our most courageous
selves to work. It describes our purpose,
to make great places and shape the
world around us for the better.

But given the unthinkable had
happened, it was surely time to take
to stock. Space & Time arose from that
experience of jumping off, and our
growing feeling that we shouldn’t just
go back to things as they were.

Now is the time to draw on our Charter
and be assertive and purposeful about
social justice, the climate emergency
and the vanishing of nature. There is no
time to lose.

Here we have captured some of our
thinking over six weeks in the middle
of lockdown. Everyone who contributed
to our first series of Space & Time had
their own tale to tell about lockdown
and how it was shaping them.

It was clear Covid-19 was compounding
all the existing social and health
inequalities. It highlighted racial
injustice from which, following the
tragic killing of George Floyd, the Black
Lives Matters campaign could take off.
And as the impacts of recession become
more apparent, our debates embraced
both seismic shifts and chronic
conditions.

These conversations were our chance
to think of “six impossible things
before breakfast”. The architect Daniel
Burnham said “Make no little plans”
because by failing to excite or inspire,
little plans generally fail.

It’s humbling to think that it has
taken a global pandemic to give the
world a new baseline and a better
understanding of what we want to
bring back and what needs to change.

So a key ‘impossibility’ centred around
the audacious idea that we could
re-make the British landscape. It is
a rallying call offering all kinds of
possibilities for design.
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“There is nothing more
important than nature
in really connecting with
the human condition.”
Bridget
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First life or first nature?
We wanted to explore the changing role of nature in our work.
As E F Schumacher pointed out in Small is Beautiful, when humans
enter battle with nature, they are always on the losing side. What
can we do as designers to restore balance?
A conversation with Bernie, Bridget, Scott and Charlotte
We needed to challenge ourselves - does
our approach, “First life, then spaces,
then buildings” fully recognise human
life as being part of nature?

Coronavirus has given even greater
urgency to the new discipline of
planetary health, which researches the
connections between the wellbeing of
humans and other living things and
entire ecosystems. The destruction of
natural habitats is shaking viruses loose
from their natural hosts, while factory
farming also generates ‘novel’ viruses.

There was broad agreement for the need
to re-calibrate the degree of control that
we exert over nature through design.
Seeing humanity and nature as one
imposes a new discipline. We need to
view the entire landscape from canopy
to soil substrate as one living system.
This has scientific implications that
apply as much to a highly compressed
urban environment as to a forest. This
discipline demands real curiosity and a
deeper understanding of biophilia and
science.

We all remarked upon the
extraordinary resurgence of nature
during lockdown and its widespread
contribution to mental health and
well-being, and the way it has led to a
heightened awareness of our beneficial
relationship with nature. We had
noticed the sound of birdsong replacing
traffic noise.

This felt like quite a fundamental
change and something that affects
every aspect of our work.

We all felt that we could now connect
with each other through nature in
a way we couldn’t before lockdown.
This would surely lead to better
conversations with clients, greater
empathy and understanding of the role
of nature in design.

The Chair asked about the prospects for
nature to gain a foothold in the busiest
and most intensely urbanised parts of
our towns and cities. How realistic is
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On reflection

it to put nature first? Do some urban
environments make it impossible
for nature to establish itself anyway,
the panel was asked. How about the
space left over between tall buildings,
those dreaded windy, shaded and dry
canyons?

This discussion highlighted the need
to go beyond some of the cruder and
simplistic targets of measures like
Biodiversity Net Gain to take a bolder,
more holistic Natural Capital and
Environmental Net Gain approach.

We seem to thrive on constraints and
challenging urban sites and there
followed some great examples of
how we have overcome adverse site
conditions.

We almost certainly need to be
more scientific and rigorous in our
understanding of ecology, from soils
right through to the water cycle. How
do we embed strategic thinking into
our more forensic and detailed design
work - and how do we communicate it?
These are all fertile areas to explore.

Barking Riverside in east London
will have huge swathes of rich
planting handed over to nature and
food growing. Walking in any kind
of canyon or ravine is magical – that
feeling can be captured with green
walls, providing the plants can thrive
in those conditions.
At the new cultural hub of Stratford
Waterfront, the dramatic topography
brings to mind sketches of plant
distribution in the Andes. This has
inspired the changing vegetation in
the ascent, with biophilic design that
includes very intimate spaces, even
with wild strawberries for picking.

“My neighbour taught
me a new word,
petrichor. It is that
sweet evocative smell
of the rain on soil after
a hot dry spell.”
Scott
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“Scarcity of public
space makes it more
important than ever
for designers to dream
of the places we
would like to live in.”
Charlotte
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“The experience of
lockdown in large
towns and cities
could see many
people moving away;
smaller towns and
villages could be the
surprised beneficiaries
of Covid 19.”
Mark
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The death and life of the
great British town centre
High streets were struggling long before the pandemic, and footfall
down around 40% hit the centres of big cities hardest. While many
smaller traders in towns kept their customer base through some
imaginative pivoting, a big question mark remains over the future of
both cities and towns.
A conversation with Frazer, Bernie, Sophie and Mark
In lockdown we have learned to shop
differently and work differently. Almost
overnight, streets became empty and
eerily silent and we observed that once
stripped of traffic, the chronic and
unequal division of public space was
fully revealed.

This was a challenge that cuts
right across our markets, certainly
public realm and development and
regeneration but infrastructure also.
Our panel reflected that broad range of
interest.
We started with an admission that like
everyone else, we have tended over the
years to judge the health of town centre
by its retail offer, which has dominated
the investment in a place. As if a M&S
and a Waitrose was enough to signal
that all was well.

To maintain social distancing and to
accommodate cycling and walking,
road space has been requisitioned by
local authorities to make them safer
and more expansive. Will this remain
for the long term?

But the obsession with footfall
generated by retail and especially by
the signature high street stores has
obscured many of the underlying
weaknesses in our towns.

To bring life back to centres, we are
seeing improvements which might
otherwise have taken a decade to
happen, not least new measures to
encourage walking and cycling.

There was agreement that the pandemic
had driven home a few uncomfortable
and basic truths.

The panel warned that these measures
need to be designed with wider
connectivity in mind, or many barriers
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to cycling to work will remain.
And we suspect that down the
line, funding will need to be found
to remedy changes being crudely
implemented.

work your way out, looking first at
the control and distribution of space,
both built and unbuilt. Town centres
and city centres have been shaped by
vested interests, by pension funds and
large corporates, for as long as we can
remember. As smaller places with their
independent cafés and bookshops come
back to life, it is time to bring back the
notion that the bigger centres should be
for people too.

A key question remained, though “What exactly are our city centres
for?”. We began to imagine towns and
cities restructured to work for people
as citizens instead of consumers.
People need a stage for conviviality.
Universities, parks, hospitals and
schools might begin to fill the gap left
by empty chain stores and offices. Shops
could become Public Living Rooms,
providing people with somewhere to
escape to from the isolation of a small
home.

On reflection
The lack of resilience highlights
the hollow nature of our city centre
planning over many decades. But
centres can come back to life with a
new focus on people, nature, amenity
and culture. Housing, education and
healthcare can take the place of closing
retail. Green space and active travel
can replace traffic jams and parking
lots. The trick is to team skills in public
realm and regeneration with the skills
of disruptors and non-conformists.

Much of the recovery will be led by the
public sector and the panel warned that
it was important to tackle the causes,
not just the symptoms. Solutions need
to be particular to a place. Streets and
roads can make up around 50 per cent
of towns and cities, and local people
should be deciding what happens to
them.
In places like Shrewsbury, a door which
was ajar is now wide open. Reclaiming
road space from traffic, new land uses
for the town centre, using buildings in
different ways - suddenly these are part
of normal dialogue.

“New types of
space will emerge in
response to local need,
from raingardens to
doorstep play.”

It was pointed out that if you are
remaking the British landscape, you
would start in a city or town and

Sophie
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“Cullen’s Townscape
describes towns as
being made up of a
wonderfully diverse
cultural offer. He
called this a ‘surplus
of amenity’. What a
lovely idea. Who is
talking about ‘surplus
of amenity’ now?”
Bernie

“Infrastructure is really
about our schools
and public realm and
how we travel and
power our cities but
the word suggests
big, grey destructive
mega-projects that
go on for years.”
Harriet
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Infrastructure
So much more than A to B
Connection and utility dominate the language of infrastructure and
it is rarely described as it should be - the thing that supports life
and makes a place. In fact it is critical to tackling Britain’s chronic
regional inequalities and life prospects. We need to recognise how
much this depends upon how infrastructure is planned and the kind
of infrastructure that is delivered.
A conversation with Frazer, Bernie, Alister and Harriet.
We discussed how lockdown had
radically altered geographies and
attitudes. For many, it meant that
they could work from anywhere and
there was no longer any need to be in
the heart of the city, five days a week.
How would this change our views on
infrastructure priorities?

Lockdown heightened our awareness
of social inequality across the country
and was a factor in all the topics we
discussed. Planned in the right way,
infrastructure has the potential to level
up and to support a more people and
place-focussed agenda.
Keeping within 30 minutes of
home makes you recognise what
infrastructure really is - the healthcare
network, and open spaces which are
part of green infrastructure.

This could be part of a new openminded approach which goes beyond
changing grey to green or grey to
blue, to planning and designing
infrastructure in all its different forms,
as part and parcel of our everyday lives.

The quality of the facilities and decent
green space within that distance vary
far more than they should, and those
under lockdown who don’t have easy
access to public spaces or safe active
travel had a very different experience
from those who have.

It was acknowledged that the scramble
to get the wheels of the economy back
on the road will probably mitigate
against thinking about the bigger
picture and potential of places, and how
they might change in the future.
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The panel recognised the strong risk
that decision-makers will invest
in ‘safe’ winners when it comes to
infrastructure, and reach back in time
to energy-intensive projects that put
connectivity and utility above the
needs of nature and people. The fear is
that this would increase the disparity
between London and the South East
and the rest of the country at one level,
and between powerful city regions and
rural districts and County Towns at
another.

Where is our voice in this, the poetry or
the celebration of design and beauty?
However, when we come back to
remaking the British landscape, we
may really be asking how we remake
infrastructure. Perhaps Covid-19 will
make us see more clearly the changes
that need to happen.

On reflection
The debate shines a spotlight on a
number of things. One is the gulf
between planning on a national level
and at district and sub-regional level.
Another is that in de-carbonising
infrastructure, meeting our zerocarbon targets and encouraging new
behaviours and new industries, a
different pattern of investment could
yield better outcomes.

The problem is that too often a
conversation about infrastructure
is about the object and the panel
debated how it could become about
society, reducing rather than fuelling
inequality, and enhancing the
experience of the everyday. We also
need to remember that while a lot of
infrastructure projects are national,
the consequences of construction and
operation are felt locally.

It could improve prospects for people
outside London and the South East,
and the same time be more intuitive
and responsive to place-making.
The infrastructure narrative needs
articulating through the lens of good
design, with the emphasis on people,
place and beauty.

Infrastructure is a clumsy and clunky
word to describe structures, bridges,
power stations, flood defences and lines
in the landscape. Public realm should
be recognised as infrastructure, but
not a utilitarian approach focused on
tarmac and concrete. It was observed
that Oxford railway station is described
as a multi modal transfer interchange,
not in terms of how it is experienced.
Language matters – it needs to be
empathetic and sensitive to place.
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“Most projects aim to
solve a single problem
instead of identifying
synergies. An energy
project like Swansea
Bay Tidal Lagoon
provides better access,
flooding resilience,
sport and leisure all
at the same time.”
Alister

“We need to plan for a
future which recognises
how vulnerable some
people are – those
who are homeless, or
elderly or disabled,
and people living in
deprivation in town
and country. We could
collectively care and
look after people
better than we do now.”
Ian
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Confronting the separation
of town and country
If we are to going to be smart about the climate emergency and
planning for growth, then we need to plan holistically and at scale. For
far too long planning has separated out town and country. Regional
planning has disappeared. Under-funded smaller rural authorities have
to accommodate growth generated by larger, better funded cities and
city regions, reaching far beyond their greenbelts.
A conversation with Frazer, Bernie, Spencer and Ian
We debated how we can get a Planning
system that looks ahead and speculated
whether the problem is that it sees its
purpose as regulating change, in the
hope that if the market is managed,
it will deliver what we want. This
positions the economy as the primary
driver in investment decisions and this
delivers short-term outcomes.

The first law of ecology is that
everything is related to everything else.
Lockdown highlighted the importance
of planning for resilience, whether
that is local food production, energy
supplies or flood management. Even
the system for testing for coronavirus
assumes you have a car.
So no wonder the UK Planning system
regularly comes under scrutiny.
Planning has helped to deliver far better
public health and cleaner cities and
towns and rivers, but that has reached
a plateau.

It also leads Planning to get bogged
down in the detail of where the drains
go and the tree goes, and lose sight of
what it should be about, a better and
more equal future.

The last time that the Planning system
operated in a highly integrated way was
for the New Towns, with engineers,
landscape architects and architects all
working together.

Critically, because it has not kept up
to date with climate and the finite
capacity of the planet, Planning is
failing the environment, with a decline
in biodiversity and in the character
and quality of rural landscape outside
protected areas.
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Dividing into city and rural districts
and stripping away regional planning
has also set us up to fail. If you are
looking at flood attenuation in a
town centre, you have to look at
what happens to the rain falling on
the hillsides beyond. Leeds Green
Infrastructure Strategy was cited as
studying the symbiotic relationship
between towns and rural areas and
where investment in both would benefit
both in terms of biodiversity decline
and inequality.

This means some key new moves. Local
authorities need the power to come
up with bold environmental plans to
tackle the climate emergency. They also
need to communicate the issues in a
way that people understand, to excite
more engagement with the future of
places. And stronger regional planning
is essential.

On reflection
The Planning White Paper landed in
the midst of lockdown, all too clearly
about the delivery of homes and the
objective of home-ownership. In other
words, trapped in a 20th century view
of what Planning needs to do. Reform
must decisively address the climate
emergency, the impact on nature, and
creating places that are equitable and
liveable.

What is the key to change?
Interestingly, the panel decided that any
Planning reform would only succeed
alongside cultural reform. Ambition in
the local plan or guidance rarely filters
down to the project, with planners
working independently of transport
planners and green infrastructure
planners. But that sort of change needs
investment in capacity, to provide for
head space beyond managing the day
to day.

“Local authorities
need more capacity.
Instead, teams of policy
planners have gone,
just like public health
teams. This loss comes
back to bite us.”

It was agreed that Planning needs to
show more leadership and be assertive
and honest about the challenges and
the need to change behaviours. For
this to happen, though, planners need
the resource to tailor delivery to the
needs of communities. Change needs
to be decisive and dramatic if it is to
solve some of the urban and inequality
problems we face.

Spencer
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“We need an assertive
visionary environmentbased regional
planning which is about
putting in place the
fundamental conditions
for people and nature
to sustain life.”
Frazer
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And another thing …
If there is one message to take from the
current political chaos, it is to have a
vision and make a plan.

“We have seen change
accelerated fast
through emergency
powers in response
to this health crisis,
and the same thing
could happen with
the climate crisis.”

It’s too early to claim we are at the
very beginning of the Post-Capitalist
period, but Covid 19 is delivering such
a powerful shock to the system, there is
no return to the world we left behind.
It is hard to imagine that the relentless
pursuit of individual wealth, consumer
gratification and unsustainable
economic growth could just continue,
at such grotesque expense to our health
and the health of our planet.

Clare

New systems are already emerging
around a sharing economy, and
different models of ownership, from
homes to businesses, are taking shape.

“I hope we don’t slide
back to normal. The
opportunities created
by this series will help
to keep us thinking big
and asking questions
of ourselves.”

It may be that the gathering speed
of automation will push us towards
a universal basic income, and that
networks built around exchange and cooperation could help people lead simpler,
healthier and more fulfilling lives.
These are all ideas that will shape the
way we think and work in the future.

Scarlett

We see Space & Time as a permanent
fixture. A platform for us to collectively
explore and exchange new ideas and
new ways of doing things.
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…. So time turns and
turns again, so time’s song sings on and
on, and all the while humble Thrift just
grafts along.
In saltmarsh, dune, moraine, where
going’s tough and margin’s fine –
Thrift digs in, growing quietly on
through drought and rain.
…. Thrift persists despite all odds,
and Thrift’s gift is – Thrift’s grace is –
to give a glimpse of hope in the tightest
of spots, the toughest of places.
Thrift by Robert Macfarlane, The Lost Spells

Thank you to all those who took part
in our first series of Space & Time …
Harriet Baldwin
Scott Carroll
Bernie Foulkes
Ian Houlston
Charlotte Jackson
Alister Kratt
Frazer Osment
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Clare Wilks
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